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“A.I. and Robots 
trade better than  

Humans. We’ve put it 
in an app.” 

1.0   RevenYOU in an elevator



RevenYOU 
in an elevator
We’re Colin, Stefan and Michiel - entrepreneurs with gigantic 

ambition and several successful, award winning companies 

to our names. The following pages is our pitch… If we were 

in an elevator in an average size building, explaining how 

RevenYOU is here to game-change trading. 

Elevator pitch complete: RevenYOU is designed to make 

all prosper – and we mean, really prosper! 

So back to Michiel – he just compared RevenYOU to giants 
Youtube and Spotify - because that’s what we’re busy with 
here. RevenYOU possesses this potential. An enormous creative 
crowd igniting true innovation, coupled with easy access fea-
tures allowing everybody to get in on the game.

The secret of the RevenYOU is a 
brilliantly simple two-step formula:

Step one: We possess the system that JP Morgan can only 

dream of. We call it PORTAL: the open-to-all financial 

algorithm and A.I. development program. A space where 

thousands of developers can build, share and prosper. 

Step two: We include the world. Making winning

 algorithms accessible to billions thanks to the RevenYOU 

app. An app that transforms complex investing into simple 

finger-tip trading.

1.0   RevenYOU in an elevator

“RevenYOU is the holy grail of fintech. We’re here to Youtube-ize trading, 
here to Spotify the VIP trading area, and Ali-express all of fintech. Yes, we 
know – we’re welcome!”- Michiel, founder of RevenYOU

“The big question in fintech: Where’s the unicorn? Well, RevenYOU is the 
answer. All people, all powering all technology, - for winning financial ROI, 
for all of us.” - Colin,  founder of RevenYOU

“RevenYOU is finger-tip trading. YOU and the world most powerful algo-
rithm bots beating and prospering on your smartphone. It’s game-chang-
ingly simple.”- Stefan, founder of RevenYOU

If we were lucky enough to be in a lift, in say a 60-floor sky-

scraper, with just YOU - we’d also let you in on the secret.
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YOU + SMARTPHONE + REVENYOU 
= HIGH RETURNS

Behind-the-RevenYOU app 
Behind our app you’ll find an open source, decentralized heaven for all develop-

ers that create trading bots. A bot can be simple and effective, or complex and 

brilliant. Developers can optimize algorithms created by other developers to an 

even higher ROI by enriching them with artificial intelligence or machine

learning extensions. Feeling the algorithm now? We thought so.

The beat just goes on!
Because RevenYOU binds with all available trading instruments, such as 

Crypto, Indices, Forex, Commodities, Shares, Options and ETFs, it means we’re 

not talking merely billions, but about trillions of trade volume each month. 

And, again, minus that mountainous commission. On average, we only take 

0,001%.

Our dream is to have 1 billion users by 2027. 
Each feeling the rush an average of 15% ROI.
RevenYOU is ready to fly. And, we never stop developing – our platform is a 

constant hub to innovation – which is quite something, considering we’re 

already fully working and 176% faster than any competitors.

1.0   RevenYOU in an elevator
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“The team is us, but we’re 
recruiting every YOU: 

Prospering for all has to 
mean inclusivity from the 

get go”
- Colin Groos

2.0   Team



2.1   Team

Stefan Bijen

Founders

Meet the booming bass 
of this algorithmic beauty; 
RevenYOU’s chief builder

Stefan’s How
I’m a White Hat hacker, falcon sharp - hunting 

for leaks in systems, eyes always scanning for 

platform perfection. Fixing that glitch, those 

steps too many is my game. And I don’t stop 

playing until I’ve tweaked the code to resolve - 

ironing out every single kink. 

I earnt my top-of-the-leader-board platform 

stripes from years working on game engine pro-

gramming – leading builds at highly sucessful 

start ups in both Europe and Asia.

Stefan’s Why
I believe a better world is a more stable world – 

a more equal world. That means enabling 

1 billion people access to the same trading tech-

nology that is now only available to the 1%. Those 

ringing in double digit returns on their invest-

ments, while others barely reach 1-2%. 

Colin Goos
Meet the chief beat mixer, 
RevenYOU’s winning hybrid 
entrepeneur

Colin’s How
A salesman by nature, I’ve developed several 

succesful platforms and innovative websites, 

winning entrepeneur of the year in 2018 with 

our business, Bootzeil.

I believe the key to sucess is blending develop-

ment, marketing, economics and new tech-

nologies (Blockchain, Algorithms, Cryptocur-

rencies) to bring sales to a whole new level, to 

create the very best form of revenue.

Colin’s Why
RevenYOU is our way to level the playing field. 

Resisting the rise and rise of monopolies, by 

blazing the trail for a more open world in which 

anyone with a smart phone and a pocket full of 

change can get in on those high returns. 

Michiel Stokman
Meet the creative jammer; 
RevenYOU’s establishment 
disruptor

Michiel’s How
I continue where others stop. Seeing possible 

where others see problem. I’m able to gener-

ate multiple succesful ideas at a time and get 

most excited when an idea disrupts estab-

lished methodology to create big impact. 

This all began when I became the first internet 

headhunter in the Netherlands. I look conven-

tion in the face until I find a way to jam around 

it to make that new idea the new normal. So 

too with RevenYOU.

Michiel’s Why
We are rewriting the way money flows: 

RevenYOU finds good investments, big or 

small, earlier -  creating a new and transparent 

era of financial market efficiency. 
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At RevenYOU we believe you’re only as strong as your people. Thankfully, we have a team that combines the techni-

cal wizardry of Steve Wozniak with the legendary rock n rollness and lifelong sustainability of the Rolling Stones. We 

cannot comment on whether the notable team members can dance like Mick Jagger, but we think they probably 

can.

Brought into the band because of their years of experience, their absence of the ‘yes man’ behaviour, and their more-

than-proven capacity in their respective fields – this is one strong outfit. This wider team let us imagine wild, while 

simultaneously keeping the RevenYOU focus razor sharp. Not an enviable task, but one they do because they are 

as passionate about the RevenYOU mission as we founders. Together this team of notable members and partners 

suports every YOU to Go prosper!

Notable team members and hugely
appreciated partners

2.2 Team



2.2   Team

Notable team members and hugely appreciated partners

Look at my title it’s a true tongue twister! Let me 

quickly untwist…. data centers are my haven and 

playground. I’ve built them for Google, Microsoft 

and AT&T. Yes, it’s true I’ve seen heaps. And, I use 

all I’ve seen to build, upgrade, transform and 

policy companies with the same potential as the 

aforementioned few. 

I’ll be ensuring data storage is as tight as a high 

security prison for RevenYOU, so the world can 

be freed to go prosper! Oh, and leave it up to me 

– zero downtime, 100% uptime. All the time.

Tamino Grentzius 
Data center deployment

technician

I’m Hulmo, and I’m also the human lynchpin be-

tween RevenYOU and the developer community. 

My expertise is functioning and algorithms. I test 

the out of those beating bot beauties. 

I work the hell out of them. I am like the world’s 

best parent – supporting developers to be 

the best they… well, ok let’s not carried away… 

I help them create the best algorithms in the 

world. Automated trading on stock exchang-

es, cryptocurrency trading, Forex, asset’s such 

as rare-earth metals, shares, dividend funds …

RevenYOU (and every YOU) come up with it, and 

I test it for strategy, feasibility, profitability, and 

ultimately success. 

Hulmo Christiaansen 
Principal EngineerDigital Marketing Expert

 I am dedicated Digital Marketing Expert who 

leverages initiative and resourcefulness to deliver 

excellence in meeting the business objectives. 

Some of my key achievements: Transformed a 

relatively non-existent social media profile into 

an online presence on Twitter, Facebook, Goo-

gle+, Foursquare, and Instagram and other valu-

able social media channels. Built email database 

from 1,100 to 3,200+Developed and executed 

SEO strategy that achieved and sustained top 

3 rankings on Google (organic, nonpaid results) 

for key product search terms. Created successful 

one-pager for different social media channels. 

Improved Google AdWords ROI by 107% and 

achieved top organic ranking for key phrases. 

I Believe in Work-Life Balance / Time Manage-

ment / Productivity, for me, digital marketing 

is not only my passion it’s my vocation.I am an 

Urbanite, Foodie, Explorer, Aspiring person. I 

love traveling, my favorite number is 15, I’m not a 

huge fan of politics, Iike playing games on mo-

bile, my favorite food is chicken, and I am really 

really scared of crocodiles.

Swati Bhalla
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2.2   Team

Notable team members and hugely appreciated partners

Hi, I’m Ruud and my domain is Corporate Social 

Responsibility. I know that companies that have 

CSR at their heart have more chance at sustain-

able success. That’s why I’m here for RevenYOU. 

I can back up these rather epic claims with 14 

years of experience with CSR led start-ups. I’m 

a scaleup expert, and I’ll gather on my network, 

expertise at exec level and background in super-

vising numerous IPOs to make RevenYOU fly. 

Corporate Social Responsibility is not just a buzz 

word for me. 

It is the only thing that will ensure the planet 

continues to be a planet for our kids. Full stop, 

amen.

Ruud Nijs
Scale up and Sustainability

In one word (that I made up myself because one 

didn’t exist)… I unburden. I delete the pain, and 

pile on the pleasure. That’s what I’ll be doing for 

all RevenYOU events. I can do this because I love 

the composing bit. The bit that heaps of people 

shy well away, because it’s chaos before it’s calm 

success.

I love to orchestrate – mixing marketing, com-

munication and media skills into one perfect 

harmonious whole. One that has a booming 

bass, a moving melody and huge, trickily spoon-

fuls of soul. One that has people wanting to 

listen to more. Yes, you’re invited!

Anita Kwakman

I am an A.I. and Big Data specialist. Think of 

Tesla: smart in-car autonomous systems. I have 

a passion for all things data, music and mi-

cro-electronics. The deep wish driving my career 

and hobbies is to provide open source platforms 

and toolboxes that enable researchers, students 

and ambitious individuals to achieve more. 

Mission: Leveraging big data and deep learn-

ing methods to create a fairer, more accessible, 

financial eccosystem.Currently the ability to 

invest depends on big money, investing small 

amounts is not feasible. A main driver is that this 

knowledge is centralised in big firms and invest-

ment platforms. This creates an unfair situation 

that disproportionately favours the already rich. 

We know from research that the main driver to 

reduce crime, religious extremism and general 

instability in a given region is prosperity for all. If 

RevenYOU can contribute to extra impetus to-

wards this future vision that would be absolutely 

amazing.

Paul van Gent
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2.2   Team

Notable team members and hugely appreciated partners

I am Founder of the 1% club and goodup.com. 

GoodUp is the European leader in providing do-

good platforms to boost employee engagement. 

We match visionaries (people with great ideas) 

to achievers (people who want to use their time, 

money and skills to do something awesome). 

Mission: Let’s change the world together. I be-

lieve in harvesting all the Unused Potential in 

the World for Doing Good. RevenYOU has the 

power to bypass bad local financial and banking 

infrastructure. Poor people lack real opportuni-

ties. Even the highly praised ‘micro loans’ work 

with 30% interest rates. Is that an opportunity? 

RevenYOU is a real opportunity: Intelligent, fair, 

decentralized.

Anna Chojnacka 

I am Marianne – chief coach at Diamond Bridge 

and the devil’s advocate of RevenYOU. Here to 

hear RevenYOU’s demons – so they can go 

beyond and beat them. 

My experience enables me to lean back and see 

the big picture and lean in to press for more 

detail whenever it’s needed. I like teams that 

strive for perfection because that’s what I’m 

trained at producing. That’s why RevenYOU 

speaks to me, and why it speaks to you.

Woolwich Marianne
Chief Coach

Keplar Agency makes digital magic happen, 

globally. How do they magic? By ensuring the 

superhero powers of data driven insights, world 

class expertise and hard-won knowledge collect 

and manifest together; blending top-of-the-bill 

function, design and, technology to create mod-

ern interactive systems. 

Keplar are strategists, creatives, storytellers, de-

signers, technologists, inventors, canteen queens 

and very Illustrious interns - all working their 

sweet asses off (with little regard for sleep) to get 

RevenYOU, and in particular YOU, prospering.

Keplar Agency
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2.2   Team

Notable team members and hugely appreciated partners

Michael is an Entrepreneurs with gigantic am-

bition and several successful, award-winning 

companies to his name. This is one guy who 

understands blockchain and cryptocurrency 

inside out. Michael brings with him over twenty 

years working experience within the corporate 

world, Non Profit and the tech startups holding 

a number of senior positions. Apart from being a 

business owner he launched one of Europe’s first 

Angel Investment Networks. You can also think of 

him as a Condor, who has a great span of inter-

ests, an idea generator, always one step ahead of 

the game, always driven to achieve the highest 

goals, well disciplined, highly creative, inspiring. 

And he continues when others stop. He has lived 

and worked in the US, UK, Netherlands, Gibraltar, 

Israel, Bulgaria and has probably attended more 

events worldwide than anyone we have ever met 

before! In his spare time, he loves learning about 

new technologies, climbing mountains and ex-

periencing to cook new cuisines. 
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Christian Maeder (Reichlin Hess)They call me a 

highly respected lawyer in the field of tax law 

and recently blockchain and crypto-projects. 

Admitted to the bar in the Canton of Zurich 

(Switzerland) in 2012 I became a Swiss Certified 

Tax Expert in 2017. Often sought out for advice, I 

supported blockchain projects in various indus-

try sectors by ensuring their regulatory compli-

ance, corporate structuring, and tax optimiza-

tion. With my broad network of experts in the 

crypto-industry, I can ensure a successful and 

strong foundation in Switzerland.

Christian Maeder

I am visually set and a postgraduated double 

bass player. I like to create and to build from 

scratch. Business wise entrepreneurial, yet an 

experienced broadcast content creator. Together 

with a team of young angry broadcast profes-

sionals and enthousiasts, we daily produce Es-

ports content, operate competitions and create 

new millenial and generation-Z content. 

Our matra? Let’s change what is mainstream 

now! Our company, Gamers First, started back 

in 2015 in a Cinema. We now produce from 

our own studios, with a daily growing content 

catalogue. All play – all work, and where talents 

become legends. And that’s where Revenyou 

and I meet. By working together we are our own 

community which grows by itself by working 

and by playing.

Joost Roset Michael Greenberg



2.2   Team

Notable team members and hugely appreciated partners

You heard it - that’s the notable team members, drop the mic!
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I am a specialist in multilingual communication. 

Creating and implementing highly effective 

workflows that make it possible to communi-

cate worldwide in a consistent and professional 

manner is my main passion in business. My ex-

pertise ranges from terminology and translation 

management to the creation and application of 

effective machine translation engines. 

I’ll be here to make sure that RevenYOU’s com-

munication is available and understood across 

the world. And understanding the message is 

just the beginning: the impact of every story, 

every shared experience will be equally great in 

every country and every language. 

RevenYOU should always be able to speak to 

everyone in their own language. I’ll make sure 

that’s possible!

Dave van den Akker
Language entrepreneur & consultant
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1.0   Elavator pitch

We consider all the world’s developers – the makers of those 

very potent algorithms -  members of the RevenYOU family. 

Together we reap the rewards of our joint success. We stay 

in close contact through a growing developer academy that 

also happens to organize the earth’s best hackathons. Best of 

all, we pay our family of developers millions.

RevenYOU invites every developer to puzzle on and better the 

best trading algorithms. Individuals or teams, our developer 

audience includes everyone from an 18-year-old ingenue or 

an eager A.I. company, all the way through to a well-seasoned, 

high-frequency trader, or the entrepreneur who turns tweak-

ing an existing algorithm into his passion. We are open to all 

the world’s developers.

The developer community

2.3 Team

2018

Q3 Q4
Q1

Q2

2019 2020

Developers

The Expected growth of the developer’s community within 3 years. 

Q3
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3
Q4

Q1

20K

10K

1K

2018 2019 2020

Period Q1         Q2         Q3          Q4 Q1           Q2          Q3           Q4    Q1          Q2           Q3             Q4

Developers 60        204       488      633 1327        2358        4329       6239  8129       12914       16893      20050



The user 
community
The RevenYOU platform thrives on combining simplicity with 

a playful imagination. By coupling the two, we are able to create 

desire at a time when banks and the rest of the trading 

establishment simply aren’t cutting it. 

The user community is every YOU in Reven-

YOU; our worldly ambassadors. By ensuring 

we always add value and offer the most 

attractive platform out there, we create 

loyalty and continue to stimulate growth. 

Users will be eager to share the possibili-

ties of the platform with their friends and 

family. The app’s social components will 

trigger the growth of the user database 

and  increase retention.

The number of users based on the average 
growth of over 20 relevant digital marketplaces 
(incl. Netflix, Steam, Amazon Prime, Spotify, 
Apple music, and Tinder). 

We have applied a sensitivity margin on the 
values to represent a normal case scenario of 
-50%.

The user community 
will grow the user 
community

With all the possibilities the RevenYOU platform has to offer, we strive to 

achieve 50% of those giants, maybe we do better, maybe we grow slower, but 

this is our community goal, and we keep on going! 

2.4  Team

Number of users in regular scenario 
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2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Nr. of users based on average 
growth 3.099.000 14.255.000 22.717.000 30.810.000 45.028.000  

Calculated sensitivity of 50% applied 11.549.500 7.127.500  11.358.500 11.358.500 22.514.000  



“We make trading 
as easy as Spotify. 

Choose your groove 
and play. ”

- Colin Groos

“We make trading 
as easy as Spotify. 

Choose your groove 
and play. ”

- Michiel Stokman

3.0  What is RevenYOU?
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Like a pro, 
from word go
We’re here to disrupt the trading game, making it 
as easy as playing Spotify.

If you’ve ever tried to dip into trading, then you’ll know it’s a mine-

field. You connect with a broker who presents you a weighty brochure 

packed with small print, investment jargon and a never-ending list of 

questions you would need to take a sabbatical to answer. After wading 

through that weighty manual, you finally gain access to the trading 

platform you had your eye on.

Only to realize you need a masterclass in investing and two years  in-

game experience to have any chance of making decent returns. Reven-

YOU makes this ordeal a thing of the past (remember we told you, our 

bots grow better than those behind the weighty brochures of these 

prestigious brokers).

3.1  What is RevenYOU?
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2. Free to try – and we mean really free!

We’ll let everyone test the app free (of charge, and stress). To get users 

excited we have a special ‘sandbox’ mode that allows you to experience 

gains and losses without it affecting your bank account. Ready to start 

banking those gains? Just tap ‘mode off’.

3. Let RevenYOU manage, or take control 

Every RevenYOU interface is clear and accessible. Including the 

overview of your assets on exchanges like Forex, Materials, Stocks, 

Bonds and Cryptocurrencies. Opt for complete portfolio management 

or, thanks to the app’s API connection to the different trading platforms, 

control each exchange yourself.

4. Choosing an algorithm is easy

Based on your profile and preferences, RevenYOU suggests the 

algorithms that suit you. Filter by ROI, exchange type, risk level, or 

popularity, and reveal your algorithms ROI based on the past 10, 30 or 

90 days. Thrilled by the results? Just tap play.

6. Better cryptocurrency security

The RevenYOU team can reset settings and enable access by using a 

smart user identification algorithm, so even if you lose your phone and 

your login password - no problem. The current multitude of issues giv-

ing cryptocurrency investors sleepless nights are no more.

5. Real time overviews of investments 

A real time overview of all investments makes this app your regular 

go-to, throughout the day.

1. Our priority is everyYOU

For RevenYOU, accessibility is priority number one. That’s why we’ve 

stripped the middleman, impenetrable jargon and interfaces. Putting 

every YOU in direct contact with the world’s most powerful trading 

algorithms, at the tap of our app.

Create a profile (we timed it, it take 28.7 seconds unless you have too many middle names). You pick the 

algorithm that fits your investment groove (there are super clear user reviews to guide you), and off you go. 

You just earned yourself that sabbatical.

This is how YOU roll on RevenYOU

3.1  What is RevenYOU?
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1.0   Elavator pitch

Ernst & Young (EY) is our auditor, openness 

and transparency is our everything. You’ll 

find it behind-the-app and you’ll find it right 

here in this white paper. It’s what makes 

RevenYOU the future – and makes YOU and 

us ready to revolutionize the trading game. 

Let’s Go Prosper.

The RevenYOU system 
is working already! 
It’s alive and dancing.

Neuroscientific research and optimization 

tools powered by our network, keep us one 

step ahead. In user friendly speak; these 

tools track subconscious choices to help us 

understand how everyone is using the app, 

so we can continually better the experience. 

RevenYOU gets to know 
YOU better

“Diana, a 26 year old junior account manager from Cardiff, has some savings  she 

can miss and decides to investigate different forms of investing and trading. She 

downloads RevenYOU on her iPhone 6s and invests a ‘virtual’ 1000 pounds to see 

what the platform has to offer. 

Via the algorithms selected for her by RevenYOU, she chooses a bot called Hud-

son -  one that doesn’t seem too risky, and could offer a pleasant yield (the last 

two months trading yielded 13% revenue). Everyday Diana checks her progress, 

sharing good results with friends. With her ‘virtual 1000’, Diana makes around 6% 

profit a month”.

3.1 What is RevenYOU?

Case study - Diana, 26



3.2 What is RevenYOU?

Easy algorithm selection

We make it easy for the user to make an informed choice. 

Based on a user’s profile and the following filters:

Choose what to trade in: pair, shares, currencies, 

commodities etc. equity, funds, ETFs. Choose what 

not to trade in: bombs, grenades, tobacco

Choose ROI

Choose Exchange type: Euronext, DAX, Bitfinex, 

Poloniex, AEX

Choose risk level

Choose algorithm popularity

Helping 
users pick 
algorithms

20



Helping 
users pick 
algorithms

Matching profiles with algorithm 
recommendations

RevenYOU is created for everyone – especially those total-

ly new to the game. We assure and stimulate users to get 

trading and prospering by matching user profiles to algo-

rithm recommendations through a few simple questions:

What risk level does the user have in mind?

Where does the user live? 

What are the users hobbies?

What time frame does the user have in mind?

And, many other preferences.

Easy ROI preview feature

Users are able to preview the ROI of each algorithm 

for the past 10, 30 or 90 days (or any another specific 

period). This feature stimulates users to start playing.

3.2 What is RevenYOU?

21
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1.0   Elavator pitch

Ernst & Young (EY) is our auditor, openness 

and transparency is our everything. You’ll 

find it behind-the-app and you’ll find it right 

here in this white paper. It’s what makes 

RevenYOU the future – and makes YOU and 

us ready to revolutionize the trading game. 

Let’s Go Prosper.

The RevenYOU system 
is working already! 
It’s alive and dancing.

When a developer writes an algorithm 

it also functions as a template for the 

next developer - a bit like modular LEGO 

blocks. 

RevenYOU has developed a library system 

so templates (for example an A.I. media 

Dollar/Euro sentiment template) and even 

template concepts, can be easily found, 

accessed, updated and enriched, majorly 

accelerating algorithm development.

How RevenYOU 
algorithms out 
perform all others?

Developer Alexandra, is 22 and from Russia, she’s thought up an algorithm but 

has relatively little experience with risk management. By using an existing risk 

management algorithm from developer Awis, 34, Lebanon - available via the 

YOULibrary - a profitable algorithm can be built. Both Alexandra and Awis share 

the revenue. 

What’s more, RevenYOU grants developers access to the experience of other de-

velopers. Individual experience is everyone’s gain – RevenYOU’s app algorithms 

become exponentially better. 

3.3  What is RevenYOU?

Case study - Alexandra, 22
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The 
friendliest, 
most open 
trading app

Intuitive usability

RevenYOU makes YOU want to share

User incentive

Most user interfaces are overwhelming for beginners, flawing users 

with complex graphs and impenetrable analytics. RevenYOU elevates 

user-friendliness and social aspects in order to appeal to the widest 

possible audience. All social elements are stored in the database, ready 

to be scaled globally, without down time.

Creating a social trading platform is hugely beneficial. Shareability of 

the app’s features will increase installs and ensure retention.

All investors strengthen the RevenYOU platform.  The RevenYOU app 

will allow you to trade like a professional on all world markets using the 

smartest trading strategies. 

3.4 TWhat is RevenYOU?

Our growth, is your growth

The RevenYOU platform encourages traders and bot builders to 

connect, discuss new strategies, and grow. Together with the

 bot-builder communities. The objective and benefit for all? We build 

the best trading bots possible. Able to think of an algorithm but haven’t 

got the skills or tools to develop it? No problem, RevenYOU facilitates 

access to the developers capable of bringing ideas and algorithms to 

life. 



Our app
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Transparent  
developer 
incentive

Developer incentive
RevenYOU compensates developers for their work 

through the in app wallet. Developers that contribute 

to the RevenYOU platform are paid for their services 

in Euro’s or other currencies. Payment is made as 

soon as an algorithm is used. 

Compensation, a percentage of the trade volume
A transaction as percentage of the trade volume is 

calculated back to the dollar first, and then 

exchanged to the currency used by the bot (crypto, 

euro/dollar) 

From Exchange to Wallets

3.5  What is RevenYOU?

Developers
wallet

RevenYOU Wallet

Exchange
wallet

User
wallet

Binance
Poloniex
Bitfinex

Bot use

Bot u
se

Payment dev’s Bonus

Buy

Collaboration platform
Collaboration academy
Bug Bounty’s
Bot development
Data mining
Libraries

Backers
Investors
Users
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RevenYOU 
Roadmap

Please note: during the pre-sale, the final RevenYOU app will be near 

completion. Before the pre-sale, the application will run through the 

Alpha (June 2018) and Beta (September 2018) phase. At the end of 

June 2018, the first external group of developers will start using POR-

TAL during the League. 

3.6  What is RevenYOU?

1

8

2

7

3

6

4

5

Birth
RevenYOU

Academy

Pre-sale

Board &
supervisary board

RevenYOU app
live

+100.000 
app users

+20.000
app users

+1.500
developers

2nd League
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Future-
proofing

We express the technological development of the app 

in an intelligence level: levels one to five. 

The amount of capital raised during the pre-sale and further funding 

collection represents the amount of trust society gives us. With that, 

comes great responsibility to do good things in return for society. We 

take that responsibility very seriously.

3.7  What is RevenYOU?

Mid 2018

2018

End 2019

2020 - 2023 

Technological development without pre-sale

Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5Level 1

finalized

finalized

Start

Pre-sale

End 2019

2020 - 2023 

Technological development with hardcap reached

Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5Level 1

finalized

finalized

finalized

finalized

finalized
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At this level, it’s possible to test algorithms with years 
of data and display the results in a clear overview. 
Developers can create automated trading tools and 
algorithmic trading bots. 

To prevent the developers from learning various 
scripting languages and communication protocols, 
we have created our scripting language YOUscript, 
and a compiler. At this intelligence level, we able to 
make High Frequency Trading available through the 
RevenYOU application

Backtesting tools

Automated and algorithmic trading

Data management

Data visualization

High Frequency Trading

Level 1

3.7  What is RevenYOU?
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At this intelligence level, we allow different machine 
learning cloud tool integrations on the platform to 
create new dimensions of bot development.

Data training can be integrated to create next level al-
gorithms. To ensure RevenYOU algorithms are always 
being bettered and advanced, RevenYOU has a library 
system. All developers can now build on existing 
algorithms in the RevenYOU library and collaborate in 

creating the world’s best bots. 

A.I.  Tensorflow: open source machine learning tool

Scikit-learn: machine learning tool for data mining

Algorithm library sharing

Machine learning 

Level 2

3.7  What is RevenYOU?
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At this intelligence level, we start buying up relevant, 
big data sets and mining them in order to share the 
intelligence with developers. 

Combining this with the integrated machine learning 
tools enables the availability of complex algorithms to 

all the world’s users, for all our collective profit. 

Big data buy up

Big data mining

Big data sharing

Level 3

3.7  What is RevenYOU?
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We will no longer rely on third party services and will 
build our own data center for machine learning to 
allow developers with limited machine learning 
knowledge to train their own data and our publicly 

available data sets.

Setup own datacenter for machine learning.

Level 4

3.7  What is RevenYOU?
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At this intelligence level, we allow the user to solve 
optimization problems using our YOUscript. We will 
integrate supercomputers similar to Watson, and 
Quantum - computers like D-wave. 

And we will establish and hand over the results of our 
own research group to the world to speed up techno-
logical progression.

Enable supercomputing for users.

Level 5

3.7  What is RevenYOU?
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1.0   Elavator pitch

Ernst & Young (EY) is our auditor, openness 

and transparency is our everything. You’ll 

find it behind-the-app and you’ll find it right 

here in this white paper. It’s what makes 

RevenYOU the future – and makes YOU and 

us ready to revolutionize the trading game. 

Let’s Go Prosper.

The RevenYOU system 
is working already! 
It’s alive and dancing.

Trade in the world’s most common 

trading instruments and explore endless 

trading options. We offer algorithms in 

thousands of financial instruments.

Because we do not manage the 

investment capital and savings of our 

customers, we have to comply with the 

conditions set by the broker or exchange 

regarding the use of the API key. 

Furthermore, regulations regarding trad-

ing for our customers per country. We will 

always make every effort to ensure that 

we comply with these regulations. Our 

compliance and legal team are focussed 

per country and continent. 

When regulatory and licenses are needed, 

we acquire them or we cooperate with 

brokers/ license holders. 

Availability across 
all markets

In Berlin, three young, climate conscious people unite to create the BerlinGre-

enAssociation. After six months, millions of backtest(s) are executed and the 

collective grows to 34 people. The group offers a complex algorithm that only 

invests in green and fair companies. Among others, the algorithm uses media 

and exchange libraries to set up the potential investment portfolio. An algorithm 

called ‘WarrenBuffetis14again’ uses all the Warren Buffet insights and strategies 

to invest and choose the best green initiatives from the portfolio. Within weeks 

two million people join the algorithm which makes over 21% profit a year. 

Investment markets integrated in RevenYOU : 2019 - 2023

Case study- BerlinGreenAssociation

3.8  What is RevenYOU?

   Markets 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Cryptocurrency yes yes yes yes yes

Cryto HFT (high frequent) maybe yes yes yes yes

Stock/ shares (Asia, USA, EU) maybe
 (m 2019) yes yes yes yes

Fixed Income yes yes yes

Forex (currencies) maybe yes yes yes yes

Commodities (metal, energie, 
agricultural) yes yes yes yes

ETF (exchange traded fund) maybe
 (m 2019) maybe yes yes yes

CDF (contract fo differences) yes yes yes

Futures and derivatives (put/call) yes yes yes



- Colin Groos

“RevenYOU is headlining news for the 
world’s developers, traders and quants: 
An app that pays out huge rewards; a 
collective where everyone benefits. 

Let’s go prosper!”
- Stefan Bijen

4.0   The market, the problem and the solution
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The Capital 
markets and 
investment 
banking (CMIB) 

The top 10 industry players; including names 

such as Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan, 

represent at least 200 Billion revenue per 

annum. In western countries, about half of 

the population invests. In countries such 

as the ‘next eleven’ and BRICS, investment 

participation is growing rapidly. We’ll say it 

again - the market is huge.

The ever growing 
market

Investing always beats saving - for most people it is hard to gain more than 4% returns 

over a long period. On top of this, earth’s less fortunate - 60% of the global population - 

has no access to trading at all.

Meanwhile, the world’s super rich make on average 6,4% more returns than others, thanks 

to access to investors like Warren Buffett (21,4% average returns), and John Paulson (up to 

600%). This sucks and it doesn’t have to be this way – the market is huge.

The establishment: big, slow and old 

4.1   The market, the problem and the solution
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Lack of trust in investment markets, due to past 

discrepancies.

Lack of innovation in the industry

Brokering costs (including bonus pay outs) are too high.

McKinsey calls the market a ‘bear market’, 
precipitated by:

Inefficiencies are too apparent.

Only the 1% richest companies and people have access to 

the best strategies.

Only this 1% have access to high frequency trading and 

algorithms. 

4.1   The market, the problem and the solution

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/our-insights/

capital-markets-and-investment-banking-2016-time-for-tough-choices-

and-bold-actions
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The problem can be summed up 
simply: the capital markets and 
investment banking industry is 
not able to:

Reach more people and therefore create growth 

and wealth for all.

Show day-to-day proof of competence, relying 

on a trust which is already largely dissipated.

Share the intelligence power of all smart betas 

and traders in the world.

So, 
what’s the 
problem?

4.1   The market, the problem and the solution
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I Investment banks do not like ‘retail’, which means they do 

not like enabling individuals. So investment banking is often 

organized in a complex distribution chain to create groups. 

Meanwhile, the internet has already smashed these complex, 

outdated distribution chains. Just look at the leaders in retail: 

Aliexpress, and in vacation accommodation: Booking.com. Or, 

those in information: Google, Uber, Airbnb. Investment banks 

are living in the past. Dipping into, yet not enabling complete 

transformation by fintech.

4.1   The market, the problem and the solution

The industry has not adapted 
to the Internet of Value



And finally, 
the ‘unicorn’ RevenYOU is here to democratize and capitalize the system. How? 

With an ecosystem created by ALL people, for ALL people. 

‘There hasn’t been a fintech unicorn, until now’’ - Michiel Stokman

Share

The latest tech-

nology; enabling 

easy and unlimited 

access to trading 

technology and A.I.

 

1.
Attract

The intelligence, energy 

and efforts of the world’s 

developers, traders, 

gamers and quants by 

giving them the huge 

financial awards.

2.
Open up

To everyone. 

Sharing revenue 

in a fair and 

sustainable way.

3.
Create 

A very big pie 

together, with a fair 

slice for every YOU.

4.
Deliver Rock this

Easy, convenient 

access to the best 

trading strategies 

for billions.

For everyYOU (this last 

point is put lightly, but 

is hugely important 

to us).

5. 6.

- The Solution! RevenYOU will:

4.1   The market, the problem and the solution
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RevenYOU is an ecosystem that shares, 

builds and reaps all rewards, together. 

Ecosystems are a proven strategy enabling 

fast, stable and continuous evolution. 

Currently, ‘high tech’ Wall Street trading 

software is possibly better than that of 

RevenYOU. But don’t forget that Facebook 

started as a poor university’s database and 

Alibaba was founded with just a few 

hundred goods to trade. 

Wall street trading vs. 
exponential growing 
factors

The exponential growing factors are:

4.2  The market, the problem and the solution

Wall Street vs. RevenYOU

Very expensive Hyper but limited

Unlimited, big data > big 
Information

Thousands, unlimited

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Hyper fast  

Very low

Automatic, free

Given, expanding

Hundreds, limited

Fast

High

Only paid updates

Given

Hyper but limited

No

No

No

No

No

Sometimes

Costs of software

Scalability

Costs of scalability

Collaborative (A.I.) business

System updates

P2p technology

Freedom in markets

Full global impact

Freedom in libraries, A.I.

Recruit undiscovered talents

Instant sharing success sources

Co-makership all users

Number of developers

Wall Street 2020 RevenYOU 2020
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Innovation means

Everyone can contribute to development. It 

also means to what extent the whole world’s 

knowledge and creativity can be accessed 

through a direct system.

Accessibility means

The size of the total audience for which the 

service is accessible; maximum accessibility 

means world domination.

This lies in the optimization of accessibility 

by making the most innovative tools 

available to the general public. The current 

players don’t go there.

4.3   The market, the problem and the solution

Current innovation in 
the trading market

Innovative

Accesibility

The competitive 
advantage of RevenYOU
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Goldman 
Sachs
Hardly accessible and less innovative

Goldman Sachs is only accessible to major players such 

as corporations, financial institutions, governments and 

pension funds. As an individual, it’s impossible to contribute 

to the activities of the company. Goldman Sachs is also a 

central organization which only accesses [%] of the world’s 

knowledge and creativity. Largely because they don’t 

embrace ecosystems. 

4.3  The market, the problem and the solution
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Cryptotrader
Less accessible and highly innovative

Cryptotrader is an algorithmic trading platform created solely 

for cryptocurrencies. This cloud based solution provides fully 

automated trading solutions for anyone interested in the 

crypto market. The problem is you must have a technical 

background to particiapte. Knowledge and experience of 

cryptocurrencies is essential.

4.3   The market, the problem and the solution
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Plus500
Highly accessible and less innovative

Plus500 is a player that’s created a highly accessible platform. 

However, the way of trading has never changed and will never 

evolve. Traditional investors act on behalf of the consumer on 

the stock exchange.

4.3   The market, the problem and the solution
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RevenYOU
Highly accessible and highly innovative

RevenYOU is a platform that unites the creativity and skills 

of the world’s developers – bringing the smartest trading 

algorithms to everyYOU, at the tap of an app. The world’s 

best knowledge and experience in programming languages 

is synched with the best trading instruments to produce smart 

trading strategies. 

What’s more, innovation is constant – developers build on the 

successes of other developers, making smart algorithms even 

smarter. Selection of the most successful strategies for further 

development will exist in a ‘survival of the fittest’ way. With the 

introduction of RevenYOU, even those with zero trading expe-

rience and just a pocket full of change can make their play in 

the trading game.

4.3   The market, the problem and the solution



- Colin Groos

“Eventually everything 
connects - people, ideas,

objects. The quality of the
connections is the key to 

quality per se.”
- Charles Eames

5.0  How we organize
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RevenYOU’s 
holistic way 
of business

5.1  How we organize

Supervisory 
board

Board
CEO/CTO
CFO/COO

Founders &
advisory board

Technology

Client trader

App experience

Blockchain

Accountancy Academy

Weird R&D

Client
developer

Operations Pre-sale
Finance 

Design &
compiler

Security &
servers

YOUscript &
libraries

Marketing &
sales

Compliance &
legal

App &
interfaces

Analyse &
intelligence

24/7 support
12 languages

24/7 support
12 languages Payment machanism 

Universalis
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RevenYOU’s 
holistic way 
of business

We operate a three tier board: Advisory – Supervisory - 

Operational.

RevenYOU is a network organization with a vertical structure 

and lines of responsibility. 

In all three boards, RevenYOU is led by the same four pillars: 

technology, innovation, operations and finance. 

We operate a Universalis Team – an all-skills consultancy team 

that ensures operations are consistently connected, helpful, 

and solution based; spotting and nurturing talent to its true 

potential. The universalis team operates cross-organization, 

reporting directly to the board and founders.

Mission clarity is key. At RevenYOU the founders keep the 

overview – sitting only in the Advisory board when the com-

pany is ready (by the end of 2019). While the Supervisory and 

Operational board leads all short- and mid-term operations.

Project teams are hybrid and multi-disciplinary: Finance work 

with Technology and Operations. Operations work with 24/7 

Client and Developer support. 

5.1   How we organize
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 Ir. Lelyweg 44

2031CD Haarlem,

The Netherlands

RevenYOU Haarlem 

RevenYOU 
HQ - an open 
organization  
The RevenYOU HQ is in Haarlem, The Netherlands with operations 

throughout the world. Key RevenYOU network countries are Switzerland, 

Thailand, Sweden, US, and India.

Formalized relations are, among others;  IR: Investor Relations.

5.2   How we organize

Building a light, agile, lean network 

organization demands keen investing.

Recruitment of open minded, seasoned 

board members, building solid manage-

ment teams and headhunting core team 

members, is the core of building an 

organisation that is ready for rapid growth.

Organization set up investments are calcu-

lated from 2018 to 2023 up to 8,7 million.

Roll-out of global 
organization

49
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RevenYOU vision 
on fintech organization

Sustainability is embedded in the foundation of RevenYOU An organization keeps track of the interests of all concerned.

An organization has no borders and is an open ecosystem. Keep your reason why alive and kicking.

Be prepared to kill your own darlings and never stop innovating.

More than employees, our organisation comprises valuable 

people.

All stakeholders are key to the success of the organization.

RevenYOU is founded with a strong vision on organizational impact: 

5.3  How we organize
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Orgazinational impact
Today, change happens faster: According to Credit Suisse, the average age of an S&P 500 

company is under 20 years, down from 60 years in the 1950s. This impacts how organizations 

must function. RevenYOU embraces the techniques shaping our world today to remain sus-

tainable.

5.3   How we organize

Advanced
analytics

Cost transparency
Anti-bribery andcorruption

Research

IT service operations

Trade execution

Pre-trade analytics
Market news and data
Client insight/analytics

Post-trade analytics

Enterprise risk management
Client relationship management

Issurance, mergers and acquisitions
Reference data
Reconciliations

Regulatory horizon
AML and surveillance
Employee surveillance and conduct post-trade
Cybersecurity

Independent price verification
Product control
Financial/regulatory reporting
Treasury operations
Fees and invoicing
Credit, market and liquidity risk
Capiral management
KYC

Transaction reporting

HR

Identity and access management

Clearing and settlement

Tax operations

Collateral and margin management
Custody and asset servicing

Business continuity management

Policy setting, monitoring and testing

Client onboarding

Artificial
intelligence

Internet
of things

Digital
transformation

Smart
contracts

Blockchain

Robotic process
automation
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People, 
Planet, Profit

People want to serve our planet. We 

stimulate algorithms that invest in green 

initiatives. We democratize the colossal, yet 

closed, finance system and reduce poverty 

by making better returns on investment 

available for all. RevenYOU believes in block-

chain; in decentralizing information and 

building peer-to-peer trust over institution-

al trust. The organization connects people; 

sharing knowledge across the world - with 

rich and poor alike.

Access to 
developer education

Just as Google’s ultimate goal is to give 

everyone in the world access to the inter-

net, the ultimate goal of RevenYOU is to 

give the world access to (programming) 

education. We will develop 

accessible training programs which give 

everyone the option to learn algorithm 

programming and developing.

A prosperous 
future, for all

People who most need higher return on 

investment are not getting it. 

RevenYOU’s goal is to enable one billion 

people access to the highest returns on 

savings and investments, so that 

everyone with a smart phone and a small 

amount of change has the chance to go 

prosper. RevenYOU has the capacity and 

believes that it has a civil duty to 

transform the have-nots in to the haves. 

Ethical 
Responsibility - our responsibility

5.4   How we organize
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5.4   How we organize

Inspired by Raiffeisen 
principles: ‘help each 
other’

Friedrich Wilhelm Raiffeisen was the found-

er of a self-help cooperative for farmers. His 

philosophy and accompanying systems 

transforming the lives of poorer individuals 

and communities by helping each other, 

rather than relying on institutions or com-

panies who have other interests at heart. 

Many banks were founded on Raiffeisen 

principles but have long since forgotten to 

activate his doctrine in their daily opera-

tions. Our organization fans the flames of 

his simple yet effective credo – granting 

everyone fair access to the same systems as 

the elite. 

Principles for Responsi-
ble Investment 

The Principles for Responsible Investment 

(PRI) is the world’s leading proponent 

of responsible investment. RevenYOU 

adopts its principles as its own. Reven-

YOU has selected PRI goals 1, 4,8,10,17 as 

those it can most impact. All goals are 

long term, and will be revisited, without 

quantifiable end.

Ethical 
Responsibility - our responsibility
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Pre-sale as
marketing tool

In addition to the importance of the 
pre-sale as a crowdfunding tool, the pre-

sale is a great opportunity to reach our 
audience. RevenYOU’s advantage is 
that the product is a useful application 
for investors themselves. As a result, 
the pre-sale target group is also our 
ultimate target audience. Maximizing 
the pre-sale as a marketing tool will 

bring enormous benefits to business.

The RevenYOU 
Community

RevenYOU builds a great community 
of people who want to change the 
saving and investing status quo. All 
stakeholders share the same dream: 
more return on investment for every-
body. We thrive by sharing informa-
tion, sharing bot-success, and edu-
cating people so they can participate 
more integrally, if they desire.

Community 
building programs

Community building is the core strat-
egy to reaching the world. Multi-lan-
guage is an important element within 
this strategy. Community building 
is informing, serving and giving. For 
example connecting big investors to 
help them organize hackathon after 
hackathon to create bot-groups with 
the highest results. RevenYOU’s daily 
communication program serves all 

target groups worldwide.

Marketing and 
Communication

5.5   How we organize
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English, Dutch, German, French, Chinese, Japanese, Thai, 

Korean and Arabic. 10+ other languages.

Social media room supports comms to activate participation.

24/7 community support with video, ask me anything 

sessions, founder involvement, Telegram, Slack, Twitter, 

Youtube, Whatsapp, etc, up to 12 platforms.

Integrated hub with all the elements needed to inform and 

activate participation in our community. 

Core videos: activational, infomational, who are we.

‘Always on’ movies: short vlogs, hackathons, interviews, ‘how to’ 

videos, and documentaries

Inform press prompt and fair. Giving press RevenYOU access.

Multi-Language, worldwide.

Pre-app (during pre-sale): core videos, manifesto, social share, wallet, 

profile, affiliate program

Alpha App (during pre-sale): Hackathon ready application

Beta-App (right after pre-sale): wallet information, personal access point 

to RevenYOU

Final App (begin of 2019): see chapter 7.0 - MVP

The world is a village! Highlights of our 
general marketing plan:

Multilanguage

Social media room

Website

Movies

Press

App (promotions)

5.5   How we organize
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Interviews, hackathons, contests, FAQ, video studio, speak-

ers. The Dome has a complete media-studio including 

directors, commentators, professional camera and sounds 

team. 

New software benefits from bug hunters. A good bounty 

program also enforces the community

Global hackathons bring us in direct contact with our devel-

opers. We learn from them, they learn from us. 

We start to grow towards the biggest price anyone can win: 

one billion dollars.  “The One Billion Impact Price” over time 

RevenYOU will certainly give away $ 1 billion in prize money. 

This will be issued in the various forms of  competitions where 

algorithm developers have the greatest positive impact on 

the world. Consider, for example, the most sustainable algo-

rithms, the most lucrative algorithms or the most innovative 

algorithms. 

Some highlights of communication 
with the developers community:

RevenYOU TV Dome: events and video

Bug Bounty Program

Hackathons Global tour

The One Billion Impact Price

5.5   How we organize
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According to Everett Rogers research, not 

everyone will adopt a disruptive idea 

immediately, despite obvious benefits. 

Based on years of research, Rogers identified 

several qualifiers that help RevenYOU orga-

nize how and when people will accept and 

adopt RevenYOU’s product.

Target group 
adoption phases 

Target groups that will discover RevenYOU in the different phases.

5.6   How we organize5.6   How we organize

 Innovators Early Adaptors Early Majority Late Majority

Who are they? Developers Familiar with 
trading

Embrace proven 
technology

Join when majority 
of the market is 

familiar

Close network/re-
lations

Passion for tech-
nology Join the crowd

Fintech familliar Pioneers

Age 18-49 30 - 49 30 - 49 39 - 65

Education Well educated Well educated Low level education Well educated

Risk Impulsive and
adventurous Adventurous Impulsive and 

secure Risk averse

Income All All Low Income High Income

Looking for Self development New experiences Integration of 
technology in life

Balance between 
traditional and 

modern

Ambitions Social responsibility Income improve-
ment Material wealth Few ambitions

Professions Gaming Financial service Administration Medical

ICT Entrepreneurs ICT Scientists

Financial services ICT Lawyers HR

Entrepreneurs Analysts Financial services Legal services



- Colin Groos

“RevenYOU provides 
transparent 

quarterly reports for 
our community” 

- Michiel Stokman

6.0 RevenYOU Finance
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Reports for 
all RevenYOU 
investors 

                                                                                        

RevenYOU has committed itself to pro-

viding reliable financial information to all 

who might be interested in participat-

ing in the company, to be provided by a 

worldwide active accountancy firm. In ad-

dition, RevenYOU’s income and expense 

accountability will also be thoroughly 

reviewed. RevenYOU publishes and shares 

these reports with all RevenYOU investors.

RevenYOU quarterly reports provide 

business progress and finance. Finance 

statements follow IFRS standards for max-

imum transparency, accountability, and 

efficiency. Aside from finance, RevenYOU 

also provides progress information on all 

major roadmaps. 

Officiated reports                                                                                         

Full compliance with 
IFRS world standards

Profiled jurisdictions that require use of IFRS Standars by region

6.1   RevenYOU Finance
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P&L actuals 
and forecast

Just as it’s impossible to forecast YouTube growth by 

analyzing terrestrial TV broadcasts, it’s difficult to apply 

forecasts on fintech products based on historical prod-

ucts. RevenYOU do provide the following scenarios: 

Forecast scenarios

Prepared for slow growth and hyper fast growth 

Scenario awareness: 90% of the costs are flexible and depend 

on growth.

High scale up business organization with flexible hardware 

and software.

Super flexible and intelligent communication with finance 

and program execution. 

6.2   RevenYOU Finance
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6.2  RevenYOU Finance

Expected unicorn high scale-up scenario

90% Transactions made by algorithms, 

activated by users

9% Exchange transaction discounts (more 

discounts are likely to happen)

1%  Revenues from Academy tryouts, 

treasury activities, Own RevenYOU invest 

ment activities

Revenue source

 

Finance

1.550.000

243.447.000

-69.216.000

168.714.000

Users (end of year) 7.128.000

1.265.646.000

-358.673.000

898.527.000

11.359.000

2.455.955.000

-683.733.000

1.759.423.000

15.405.000

-968.055.000

3.490.376.000

2.506.397.000

Net revenues

Variable costs (*)

EBITDA

2019 2020 2021 2022

4.988.504.000

22.514.000

-1.386.027.000

-4.098.000 (522.000.000) (802.000.000) 2.506.397.000Fixed costs (1.362.000.000)

3.583.928.000

2023

Slow start with small current network scenario, discounts on margins 

82.000

4.823.000

(1.890.000)

Users (end of year) 255.000

15.777.000

(6.121.000)

355.000

29.427.000

(11.003.000)

541.000

(16.061.000)

42.894.000Net revenues

Variable costs (*)

2019 2020 2021 2022

60.384.000

750.000

(22.635.000)

(242.000) (522.000) (802.000) (1.082.000)Fixed costs (1.362.000)

2023
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‘Fee-per-trade, no monthly costs, no 

entry barrier’.

RevenYOU offers extremely advantageous 

fees. The fees that RevenYOU calculate 

are based on the number of transactions 

that the algorithm makes for the user. 

When an algorithm makes a lot of trades, 

the fee is relatively low. When the algo-

rithm makes many trades, the fee per 

transaction is increased.

When the user selects an algorithm, the 

user can view the ROI of the algorithm 

over a certain period of time from the 

back-test. The user can also view the costs 

incurred during this period. The costs for 

using the algorithm are already included 

in the back-test results. The back-tests 

show the net result of the algorithm over 

the back-tested period.

Fee-structure

6.3  RevenYOU Finance

Long Term Week trader Day trader High freq

Average transactions / day 0,0025 0,17 3.1 100

Fees % of transaction volume 1,19% 0,03% 0,005% 0,0001%
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Critical Risk 
Assessment

6.4   RevenYOU Finance
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Towards one 
billion users 
CPI
RevenYOU expects to reach one billion users between 2026-2028. 

Acquisition of this steep growth is considered a long term investment. 

From 2018 to 2026, RevenYOU will invest seven Billion. Average Cost Per 

Install (CPI) is calculated at € 1.86. 

The speed of worldwide expansion is therefore directly related to the 

revenues from the pre-sale. RevenYOU hopes to push this application 

around the world as quickly as possible so that the scalability benefits 

can be implemented in the platform as fast as possible. The more users 

the larger the trade volume, the greater the trade volume the greater 

the earnings for the developers. In this way, developers are increasingly 

facilitated and challenged to develop the best algorithms.

6.6   RevenYOU Finance



- Colin Groos

”Our experience in building
companies will help us raise 
RevenYOU to the next level”

- Colin Groos

7.0  Pre-sale



Exchanges 
love
RevenYOU:  

Exchanges live off transactions and their volume which means big exchanges 

love RevenYOU, because the app generates millions of transactions. 

7.1   Pre-sale

Rough estimated number of transactions to exchanges (normal scenario)

66

   Investments (x1000) 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Transactions x 1.000 355.875 1.539.570 2.972.925 8.093.145 18.932.057

Trade volume x million € 1.067.625 4.618.710 8.918.775 24.279.435 56.796.171



RevenYOU’s
communication promise
Other startup’s have taught RevenYOU how NOT to communicate! RevenYOU ensures that every YOU will be perfectly informed:

24/7 support
desk

Call or chat – there is 

always a RevenYOU 

assistant ready to help.

24/7 social media 
coverage

Realtime clarity with all 

the details.

Email confirmation 
and receipt on 
investments made

RevenYOU believes in 

consumer friendly com-

munications, replicating 

those of an advanced 

webshop.

Clear overview of 
user investments

RevenYOU users are 

always in the know, at 

the tap of the app.

News bulletins 
for all big 
achievements

Important moves and chang-

es, such as big platform 

development steps, as well 

as milestones such as going 

live with alpha, beta and final 

versions of the application – 

will all be 

reported, real time and in 

user friendly language.

7.2 Pre-sale
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- Colin Groos

“Technology is nothing. 
What’s important is that you 
have a faith in people, that 
they’re basically good and 

smart, and if you give them 
tools, they’ll do wonderful 

things with them.”
- Steve Jobs

8.0 Technology (MVP)
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8.1 Technology (MVP)

RevenYOU Tech 
Roadmap: PORTAL

4

9 8
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7

2
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Compiler Alfa version
PORTAL live

Application liveFirst user

Debugger

Scalable
infrastructure

Birth YOUscript

Beta version of the 
PORTAL live

Security bug bounty
program

YOUtest ready

Wallet service

League
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YOUscript: 
our unique 
coding 
language

RevenYOU has created a superior algorithm development environment, 

named PORTAL, thanks to its own scripting language  - YOUscript. The 

user can now bind any library (Including A.I.) in any language, whereby 

library sharing is easier and implementing libraries can be integrated 

via an extensible API. RevenYOU will bind the default libraries, such as 

TA-lib, for trading. The use of YOUscript also prevents bot developers 

from using various scripting languages (Python, C#, C++) and various 

API’s (Facebook, Twitter). 

The core of the scripting engine 
architecture

The user loads the programming interface from the browser onto a 

smart phone, through an HTTPS connection. The browser maintains a 

constant connection with the user’s phone. The remainder of the data 

is shared with the phone over a SSL connection. When the user is ready 

to compile, the smart phone will connect to the compile server and the 

code will be converted to byte code and linked with the internal 

libraries. After the user has received the byte code, it’s possible to attach 

the debugger and step through the code from the web interface.

8.2  Technology (MVP)
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RevenYOU: 
where the 
smartest 
algorithms 
flourish

Enriched libraries mean that algorithms can be made many times 

smarter by adding different templates to the algorithm. This also en-

sures that RevenYOU algorithms adhere to the latest standards and are 

always the most up to date. 

Pay out library 

8.3  Technology (MVP)

Template
Owner

Import library in 
trading algorithm

Export to
library

Transaction Revenue

Trader
using bot

Revenue
stream to
library creator

Revenue
stream to
bot developer

Trader
using bot

Smartest algorithms via enriched libraries 
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The 
cloud 
debugger

RevenYOU’s backtesting platform uses a cloud compiler. The cloud 

compiler translates the source code inputted by the user, parses it, and 

links it with the internal libraries of various integrated APIs. The compil-

er then sends the data to the backtesting platform, receiving a detailed 

report including all feedback necessary to improve the bot in return. 

The cloud compiler can be linked to the backtesting platform so that it 

becomes possible to attach the debugger from the web interface.

Cloud Compiler Schematic 

8.4  Technology (MVP)

Source code

Lexical
analyzer

External
Libraries Linker

Syntax
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Output obj
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Speedy 
backtesting
RevenYOU has created a revolutionary backtesting plat-
form enabling bot testing with years of data. A detailed re-
sults report is presented in a clear overview together with 
all the necessary feedback. The RevenYOU backtesting 
engine is extremely powerful, allowing the backtesting of 
one pair filled with three years of data in 1.477ms on a 15m 
interval. In a single container RevenYOU can run 57,600 
tests a day. 

RevenYOU can easily scale up by adding multiple contain-
ers on one server. Twenty-five containers allow RevenYOU 
1.440.000 backtests per bot, per server, per day. This en-
ables revolutionary backtesting ability and speed accord-
ing to current standards.

8.5  Technology (MVP)



The 
creation of 
a successful 
bot

The cloud compiler translates the source code inputted by the developer, parses 

it and links it with the internal libraries for the various integrated APIs. The com-

piler sends data to the backtesting platform and receives a detailed visual report, 

including all necessary feedback, in return. Developers won’t have to wait while 

testing to improve a bot.

If a developer creates a successful 

bot, the bot can be pushed to the 

live server and traders are allowed 

to invest in it without seeing or 

accessing the actual source code. 

The live server optimizes the code 

for speed and efficiency and binds 

all traders to the developed bot. 

The bot can now run outside of 

the sandbox environment.

1.
RevenYOU allows back-testing 

on various code tweaks. While the 

back-testing takes place, it’s possi-

ble to tweak and run consecutive 

back-testing without interruption.

2.
Multiple back-tests can run 

at the same time.

3.

Clear feedback via the cloud compiler 

8.5 Technology (MVP)
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Scalability
RevenYOU uses server elasticity, which allows shrinkage or growth of 

server resource for a specific time – providing exactly what the app and 

portal needs, only when it is needed. All resources (such as RevenYOU’s 

network bandwith and GPUs/CPUs memory) can be pooled, automated 

and managed.

Group scaling

Server Elasticity

RevenYOU will scale using groups, so that the app can perform identical tasks 

to be managed together, thus increasing or decreasing the size of the server 

within the group based on the demanded capacity. Sometimes various trading 

algorithms will be triggered causing a burst. When a burst happens, capacity is 

demanded, and more servers will be added to the scaling group.

RevenYOU’s scaling group is plotted below. The scaling group has a minimum of 

four and a maximum of 12 servers. The group can shrink and grow based on the 

demand of the trading bots in the RevenYOU app.

8.6  Technology (MVP)
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Servers in the RevenYOU cloud are designed 

with downtime in mind. However, the loss 

of multiple servers won’t impact the system 

(other than temporarily reducing its capacity 

until new servers come up). This will never 

affect bot performance on the live servers.

Group Scaling

8.6  Technology (MVP)

Scalling group
(no peak)

Scalling group
(current)

Scalling group
(burst)
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Load
Balancing

A load balancer in front of the server 

groups route requests to one of the servers 

within the group. Load balancers tech-

niques such as round-robin request to 

each server in the group, or are assigned 

to request a server based on its current 

workload.

Transforming to 
Decentralization

The bots start off centralized in order to 

guarantee zero down time. At the begin-

ning, there are not a lot of nodes - each 

phone is a node in the decentralized 

system. 

Once RevenYOU reaches stable worldwide 

node coverage, the app switches first to 

a hybrid system, before transforming to a 

fully decentralized system of trading bots. 

The bots that require a lot of GPU power 

will remain centralized. 

Database 
Scaling

All social elements are stored in a data-

base that can be easily scaled around the 

globe without downtime. 

Server maintenance is deployed from the 

main node in the swarm to save time. 

The Alpha version of the Portal is located 

in The Netherlands, from where it will run 

with docker to create a contained 

environment. 

This version runs a centralized system 

with the code built to scale for world-

wide distribution and easy transition 

towards the big roll-out and decentral-

ized setup.

8.6  Technology (MVP)
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Hack-proof 
security
Prevention of money withdrawal 
To begin with, the trading bots run from the cloud for safety reasons 

and in order to guarantee uptime. The communication with devices 

goes through a secure layer; the key is hashed to prevent fraud. When 

the user is generating the API key from the exchange, money with-

drawal with this key is prohibited and the system prevents money 

transferring. 

League + Bug bounty program
RevenYOU will carry out regular audits and system leagues with secu-

rity firms to aid improvement and provide transparency. RevenYOU will 

also operate a bug bounty program. 

8.7  Technology (MVP)
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Continuous formatted debuggable environment
RevenYOU’s debuggable code will run from a secure container and 

can do no harm. All code will be reviewed before going live outside the 

container environment. The containers host the latest spyware and 

virus detection tools. Once a user disconnects from this debuggable 

environment it will be formatted, so the following user has a safe new 

environment in which to test code.

RSA 2048 bit keys 
All servers are encrypted and only accessible via key-based SSH login. 

The master node is the only server that can patch other servers. All our 

data will only be accessible via a TSL RSA 2048 bit key.

Security Monitoring
RevenYOU integrates many third party libraries which means the sys-

tem can become vulnerable and the servers affected, just as with the 

recent Shellshock and Heartbleed incidents. RevenYOU will ensure that 

bots are always integrated with the latest monitoring features; generat-

ing alerts when known security vulnerabilities emerge in third party li-

braries. RevenYOU can shut down and remove the bot until the security 

is patched, after which it will be speedily relaunched. 

8.7  Technology (MVP)
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Transaction Monitoring
Most bots require a complex series of data handling, from reading 

the order book to training new data - all simultaneously. Revenue loss 

can be incurred if the bot cannot perform the handling steps within a 

certain time threshold or does not succeed in executing all the steps. 

RevenYOU’s transaction monitoring focuses on verifying the workflow 

carried out by the bots. Our monitoring algorithm will learn from the 

back-testing model and verify that the bot executes the outcome as 

dictated by back-testing. If the result is not as expected, the transaction 

will be reported and proper action taken.

Log Monitoring
The RevenYOU log monitor is responsible for reading all the captured 

log files and assessing any errors or security threads. There are a large 

variety of processes logging for all the files on the server. The moment 

RevenYOU misses one of these logs, important insight into our bots and 

server health is at risk of being lost. RevenYOU takes various types of 

logging into consideration: System logging tracks the operating system 

modules and the container modules. 

Database logging monitors the speed of the queries, and query issues 

over time. Event logging is triggered by critical errors from bot develop-

ment and all server handlings. All these logs are stored in RevenYOU’s 

log database, sorted and prioritized. In the case of a critical event, the 

problem will be solved immediately.

8.7  Technology (MVP)
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Machine 
learning bot 
development

The RevenYOU platform uses one of the latest machine learning inte-

gration models to develop new trading bots. The models will be tested 

and debugged with the YOUscript coding language and the cloud 

compiler. The training of the data is applied server side. 

The files that are used to train the data are stored in a specially reserved 

place for the user on the cloud. This dataset will be synced with the 

mobile phone, depending on user choice and file size, and cannot be 

shared with other users unless the bot developer makes it public. 

RevenYOU will also provide publicly available datasets to create a new 

generation of bots. The RevenYOU team is ready to assist users 24/7 – 

helping them make the correct choices as well as assisting with 

technical questions.

8.8  Technology (MVP)
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Low set-up and 
development costs 

RevenYOU knows developers want to 

focus on creating the most advanced bots 

without having to worry about technology 

or high setup costs on GPU(s). 

That’s why RevenYOU ensures developers 

only pay for services used. Developers are 

also able to pay per second thanks 

to RevenYOUs microtransaction system. 

In this way, RevenYOU aids its developers in 

creating trading bots that will out perfrom 

all others.

Thriving bots get 
free data training

When developers train data for a long 

period of time, RevenYOU automatically 

lowers the price. Costs are reduced by 

approximately 28% when running training 

for over a month. 

When a bot becomes successful, Reven-

YOU refunds 100% of the cost developers 

paid for data training.

Cost
Collaboration

When developers are collaborating with 

friends or partners to create a bot, they 

may want to split the cost of data train-

ing. Our flexible micropayment system 

lets developers pay collectively by 

creating a money pool.

8.8  Technology (MVP)
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Machine
Types

With the custom machine types, develop-

ers can set up everything for their needs. 

In this way developers can reduce more 

than 50% of the cost. With an user friendly 

control panel developers can select only 

one vCPU or an astonishing 64 vCPU; or any 

number in between. 

RevenYOU also gives developers full 

control over the memory, with over 30 GB 

of memory.

Future
Data Mining 

In the future, RevenYOU aims to reduce 

the cost of data training, so RevenYOU will 

let users’ GPUs become part of the Reven-

YOU family. While developers’ GPUs are in 

rest mode we will use users’ GPUs to train 

data. 

In return, the user receives compensation. 

This is on top of our data center, allowing 

RevenYOU to decentralize and reduce 

costs.

8.8  Technology (MVP)
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The RevenYOU platform uses one of 
the latest machine learning integration 
models to develop new trading bots.

Unit testing provides documentation of the written library. Developers 

can gain a basic understanding of the created library at a glance. Bot 

developers will read about other developers unit test setup, the func-

tionality provided by the unit test and how to use it. 

In the unit testing phase, RevenYOU has a set of predefined rules for 

bot testing, to ensure the written code is valid and the bot contains the 

core functionality of how a trading bot should behave. The user can also 

create his own unit testing code, that when collaborating with a team, 

still passes the defined test even after many iterations.

Unit testing

8.9  Technology (MVP)



- Colin Groos

“We do everything 
by the book; 
applauding 

increased regulation”
- The RevenYOU founders

9.0 Full legal compliance
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Connection 
to financial 
authorities

The goal of RevenYOU is to provide 
all users with no-risk entrance to all 
financial markets. 

Our legal team maintains close contact with local financial author-

ities and regulators, adhering to all initiatives for secure investing. 

RevenYOU’s own Code of Conduct will adopt stricter regulations when 

deemed necessary. To this end - some investment structures, such 

short positions without backing, are excluded as a way to invest.

RevenYOU has developed an open, agile and forward scheduling 

approach to regulators.

Some of the parameters that regulators look at include, but are not 

limited to: age, status, country of origin, experience in investing, 

exchange instrument, derivatives, leverage, amount of accessible 

capital and risk level. The kind of information needed varies 

per country - RevenYOU adheres to all local requirements.

9.1  Full legal compliance
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General 
Code of 
Conduct
(CoC) 

RevenYOU views the Code of Conduct 
(CoC) as the rule book for all blockchain 
companies. The below offers a brief 
overview of the CoC’s obligations:

 Responsible Business Conduct 

 Diversity and Inclusion 

 Reliable Books and Records 

 Property Rights & Governance 

Conflicts of Interests & True and Fair Communication 

Breaches & Disciplinary Action

9.2  Full legal compliance
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 A node is an active electronic device 

that is attached to the network, and is 

capable of creating, receiving, or trans-

mitting information over our 

communications channels

Parse means converting text into data 

structures.

Node:

Parse: 

Glossary

MVP: Minimal Viable Product 

Bot: Robot, Algorithm

API: Application Programming Interface

CPI: Consumer Price Index

ROI: Return On Investment

GPU: Graphics Processing Unit

CPU: Central Processing Unit

9.3 Full legal compliance
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Legal 
Disclaimer
The revenYOU white paper is for information purposes only and may 

be subject to change. RevenYOU cannot guarantee the accuracy of 

the statements made or conclusions reached in this white paper, and 

expressly disclaims all representations and warranties (whether express 

or implied by statute or otherwise), including but not limited to:

9.4 Full legal compliance

Any representations or warranties relating to merchantability, fitness 

for a particular purpose, suitability, title or non-infringement

 Content accuracy and errors in content of this document

Infringement of any third party rights.
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Legal
Disclaimer

RevenYOU accepts no liability for loss or damage 

(whether direct, indirect, consequential orany 

other kind of loss or damage) arising out of the 

use, reference to or reliance on the contents of 

this white paper, even if advised of the possibili-

ty of damages arising.

The RevenYOU white paper may contain refer-

ences to third party data and industry publica-

tions. 

As far as RevenYOU is aware, the information re-

produced in this white paper is accurate and the 

estimates and assumptions contained herein 

are reasonable. However, we offer no assuranc-

es as to the accuracy or completeness of this 

data. Although information and data repro-

duced in this white paper are believed to have 

been obtained from reliable sources,RevenYOU 

has not independently verified any of the infor-

mation or data from third party sources refer-

enced in this white paper, nor has RevenYOU 

ascertained the underlying assumptions relied 

upon by such sources.

9.5 Full legal compliance
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Legal
Disclaimer

The pre-sale benefits hold no rights and confer 

no interests in the equity of RevenYOU. The pre-

sale bonuses are intended for future use on the 

RevenYOU platform and all proceeds received 

during the pre-sale may be invested freely by 

RevenYOU on the development of its business 

and on the underlying technological infrastruc-

ture.

The RevenYOU white paper does not constitute a 

prospectus or disclosure document and is not an 

offer to sell, nor the solicitation of any offer to buy 

any investment or financial instrument in any 

jurisdiction.

No regulatory authority has examined or ap-

proved any of the information set out in this 

white paper. No such action has or will be taken 

under the laws, regulatory requirements orrules 

of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution 

or dissemination of this white paper does not 

imply that applicable laws or regulatory require-

ments have been complied with.

Participation in the pre-sale carries substantial 

risk and may involve special risks that could lead 

to a loss of all, or a substantial portion, of your 

contribution. Further information about the risks 

of participating in the pre-sale is set out in the 

white paper and the Pre-Sale Terms & Condi-

tions (T&Cs). Please ensure that you have read, 

understood and are prepared to accept the risks 

of participating in the pre-sale before sending 

any contribution to RevenYOU.

The pre-sale and/or pres-sale bonuses could 

be impacted by regulatory action, including 

potential restrictions on the ownership, use, or 

possession of such bonuses. 

Regulators or other competent authorities 

may demand that we revise the mechanics 

of the Pre Sale and/or the functionality of 

bonuses in order to comply with regulatory re-

quirements or other governmental or business 

obligations. Nevertheless, RevenYOU believes 

it has taken commercially reasonable steps to 

ensure that the pre-sale mechanics and issue 

of these bonuses do not violate applicable laws 

and regulations.

9.6  Full legal compliance
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CAUTION REGARDING 
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

The RevenYOU white paper contains forward-looking statements and/or information (collectively known as “forward-looking 

statements”) that relate to our current expectations of future events. In some cases, these forward-looking statements can 

be identified by words or phrases such as “may”, “will”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “aim”, “estimate”, “intend”, “plan”, “seek”, “be-

lieve”,“potential”, “continue”, “is/are likely to”; or the negative of these terms; or other similar expressions intended to identify 

forward-looking statements. RevenYOU has based these forward-looking statements on current projections about future 

events and financial trends that it believes are relevant to the venture’s financial condition, results of operations, business 

strategy, financial needs, or the results of the pre-sale sale.

In addition to statements relating to the matters set out here, this white paper contains forward-looking statements related 

to RevenYOU’s proposed operating model. The model speaks to our objectives only, and is not intended as a forecast, projec-

tion or prediction of future results of operations.

Forward-looking statements are based on certain assumptions and analysis made by RevenYOU in light of its experience 

and perception of historical trends, current conditions and expected future developments and other factors it believes are 

appropriate, and are subject to risks and uncertainties. Although the forward-looking statements contained in this white 

paper are based upon what RevenYOU believes are reasonable assumptions, there are risks, uncertainties, assumptions, and 

other factors which could cause RevenYOU’s actual results, performances,achievements and/or experiences to differ mate-

rially from the expectations expressed, implied, or perceived in forward-looking statements. Given such risks, prospective 

participants in the pre-sale should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements.

VERSION:  06-06-2018

9.7  Full legal compliance


